
Follow-up Regarding Recent Visits by Tech Monster Micro

Several readers have recenty inquired about Micro, the very rich monster who lives in Redmond but 
sometimes comes to visit. “When did he last visit?”  “What bad things does Micro do when he visits?” 
“Is Micro one of the sneaky monsters really?”  “What’s the worst thing that Micro did to your site?” 
“When did the first unpleasant visit from Micro occur and what did he do to your website?”

Like G-man, Micro also runs one of the world’s largest search engines. BINGO!  You got it right!  
Micro stops by our site using one or more of of his Micro tech robots (aka BingoBots) to see what’s 
new and going on with our site.  His last visit was yesterday.  It’s important to remember that Micro’s 
BingoBots are programmed so they can only do EXACTLY what Micro tells them to do.  You can see 
that Micor and his BingoBots made close to as many requests for our pages as did the G-man.  Neither 
G-man, nor Micro, nor his BingoBots announce their upcoming arrival.

These visits from BingoBots have been becoming increasingly regular at our site.

Normally, when Micro sends his BingoBots to a website, he uses the information he collects to update 
his giant Bingo search engine with the newest, latest and greatest about the websites he and his 
BingoBot monsters visit.  BingoBots, according to the Bingo search engine are the most efficient way 
to keep Micro informed about your website.

However, in our case, despite the fact that Bingo “advised” well over 18 months ago that it indexed 
over two million pages from our site usng our sitemaps, as of TODAY, Bingo only provides three pages 
of search results containing links about golftraxx in its ENTIRE search results (36), many of which are 



not even links to golftraxx pages, and the links that are to golftraxx pages are 15 years old.  Some of 
the links are to other stats collection sites, but the stats they report about our site are COMPLETELY 
understated and wrong!

There is not even one single link to the live golftraxx.com website within the Bingo engine results.

Well, wouldn’t Micro with his strength, size, power and money KNOW that stats sites he included in 
his search results were incorrectly reporting?

It is our observation that unless the Micro monster declares himself incompetent AND incoherent, 
then CERTAINLY he MUST have known ALL ALONG that the stats being reported by websites he 
includes in his golftraxx results were wrong AND that he was excluding the other 2.3 million pages he 
read from our website sitemaps.

Micro even SAYS that if you allow Bingo and the BingoBots to automatically search your site, he will 
“make sure” your website has the best representation within Bingo results.

The SALIENT QUESTION is therefore: How then, when Micro and his pet BingoBot monsters visit 
our website every day and read thousands of pages of our content, do NONE of those pages of content 
that the BingoBot monsters read get added into his Bingo search results.

Below is a screenshot of the third page of search results from Micro monster’s Bingo search engine.



That’s a FAR cry from the 2.3 million golftraxx pages that the Micro monster “says” he read and 
indexed.  Unfortunately, getting a straight answer to that question has been and continues to be QUITE 
DIFFICULT!!  Remember like G-Man, Micro is one of the BIGGEST and also the richest tech 
monsters!   Tech monsters like Micro and the G-man that have the ability to bite the heads off other 
smaller monsters and KILL other websites do what they want whenever they want because they CAN.

Government regulators in many nations are facing the same sort of challenges trying to force Micro 
monster to play fair, very, VERY similar to the difficulties they’re having with the G-Man.

So you ask when did the visits from Micro and his little band of monsters begin?  We reported to 
regulators back in 2019 and also sent cease and desist correspondence to Micro that it acknowledged 
receiving but NEVER did anything about regarding the fact that many of Micro’s pet monster Azure 
servers were illegally accessing our golftraxx server using an illegal back end connection.  Those Azure 
servers were executing tens of thousands of attack requests upon our golftraxx server.  Those 
unauthorized attacks had the IMPACT of changing course data on hundreds or thousands of the 
golfcourses in our database on our server.

If you “believe” the monster corporate line that Micro “had absolutely no idea” that any of these 
attacks were going on against our website by its own monsters that it programmed to do so, just stop 
reading now, because you’re better suited for reading fairy tales about Cinderella and fairy dust… If 
you have an open mind, pleae refer to the screenshot showing e Micro return correspondence in 2020 
after another such attack. 





Where The Wild Things Are: The Tech Monsters Edition (2022)
(A fictional account of the state of the internet and about G-man based upon real-life events in recent years)  

Mommy, There’s a MONSTER in my closet and he says his name is G-man!

G-man is WAY bigger than all the other tech monsters and says he bites the HEADS off other tech 
monsters (and other website owners) and sucks out their brains and knowledge and all their invested 
time and money whenever HE wants to just so he can use whatever that site had and did on his own 
websites.  

G-man has some other friend monsters that stop by and visit from time to time.  FeeBee is another 
monster who like G-man is also much bigger than the rest of the monsters but not as big and powerful 
as G-Man.  Micro is a very rich monster who lives in Redmond but sometimes comes to visit.  There 
are also smaller VERY SNEAKY monsters named Fourtee and Commy-C (not Comici)… Some 
monsters I don’t even know their names yet but they’re in there too…

BOTH giant monsters admit they regularly spy on everyone and everything, and record and document 
everything EVERYONE does online AND on their phone and in their home and in their 
car...everything they say… everything they purchase, everything they watch on television, every 
conversation on their phones, everywhere they go, THEN they decide what to show ALL of us for 
every purchase option, every navigation option, every viewing option, so ONLY the two of them and 
their monster buddies get all the profits from all of our purchases... not other more deserving 
businesses. 



G-man says he holds daily court in G-land where he ALONE is judge, jury and executioner of ALL 
other sites.  He can BITE off the head of any other site monster (or person) without notice instantly 
killing it whenever he wants because he is the BIGGEST monster, and he can also starve it to death by 
blocking any visitors from reaching it.



G-man says if ANY another site uses ANY of the methods he uses to obtain (steal) knowledge from 
other sites on his site he will bite the head off that website and suck out its knowledge and leave it to 
starve or die.  G-man operates like he thinks he is KING of the internet jungle and believes he can 
KILL whoever and whatever he wants whenever he wants.  He operates like he thinks he is above the 
law.  

G-man says he alone DECIDES what websites are allowed to live and die (eg. receive revenue and site 
visitors.)

There are rules made by the governments in 208 
countries around the world that these giant 
monsters are supposed to follow to keep availability 
of sustinence (food, water, visitors) available to 
ALL websites but the ONE thing G-man freely 
admits is that he BREAKS the rules whenever he so 
chooses because NO ONE can stop him.  G-man is 
always willing to lie and commit perjury in courts 
held outside G-land (like the United States or 
European Union)  and spoliation of legal 
documents and formal records to keep the truth 
from coming out in legal trials.   G-man ranks sites 
dynamically which determines how many 
prospective visitors can find each site, and now 
CHEATS by delaying responses from G-mans other 
sites like Goofy Analytics and Cheatem and Howe 
API’s which G-man charges other websites to use, 
then drops their ranking because G-man declares 
they’re not responsive enough.



G-man says many countries have sued him and tried to force him to play fair, but because he is WAY 
BIGGER than everyone else, G-man prefers to remain the schoolyard bully always.  G-man admits to 
using “every trick in the book” to delay prosecution, delay paying court-ordered judgments, restrain 
free market forces designed to encourage innovation and competition.  G-man says he keeps over 400 
attorneys on his monster payroll just to create massive legal problems for anyone trying to use legal 
means stop him from continuing his ILLEGAL and UNETHICAL practices.



When I was just a teenager in 7th or 8th grade a video was shown to our class where unsuspecting 
“guests” were forced to make a choice between two doors, behind one of which a perfect life and 
partner awaited while behind the the other door, a lion awaited to devour the participant.  Some of us 
had nightmares from watching the video for days, myself included.



If people realized when first launching a website just how many terrible things G-man can and likely 
WILL do to stop your website from becoming successful, many wouldn’t start the website in the first 
place.  Once armed with knowledge about all the terrible things G-man can and likely WILL do to your 
site, choosing to go to ALL the effort to do it it anyway would be like knowing the lion waiting is 



behind the door you’re choosing and CHOOSING that door anyway!  Making a selection between the 
doors without knowing what G-man will do to YOUR website is exactly like trusting the knave.  

The logical process required to deduce the proper question to ask EITHER guard that avoids the issue 
of whether we’re talking to the guard who is telling the truth or the guard that’s lying is to ask EITHER 
guard: “Would the other guard tell me that this door I’m pointing to is the right door to my best 
future?” This same logic may also be applied to the question of whether G-man will cheat YOUR 
website and business should you choose to launch a website.  Tens of thousands of business, scores of 
countries, and the Justice Department and Federal Trade Commission AND regulators in ANY other 
countries now ALL agree G-man WILL cheat you.  The question isn’t whether but rather how much.  
And what about the massive ADVANTAGE gained by G-man by his unlawful activites aggregating 
your personal information for nearly two decades? 

 Because G-man is able to operate under opaque processes it controls itself, it avoids accountability to 
anyone.  When confronted, G-man is willing to delete data, records, in a moments notice to avoid 
prosecution.  G-man has gained so much power and money and control with the years of his dominance 
of the internet while he was granted protection from prosecutiuon by our government that even 
governments complain about how difficult G-man is to reign in.  The saying inmates are running the 
asylum is quite appropo when discussussing the continuing reign of G-man and his pals over the 
internet.



In real-life, government regulators in dozens of countries are trying to figure out how to force G-man to 
play fair.  In the United States, the Federal Trade Comission and Justice Department are in negotiations 
with G-man to break him apart into lots of littler monsters without control over the entire internet.

https://www.reuters.com/article/tech-antitrust-google/u-s-says-google-breakup-may-be-needed-to-end-
violations-of-antitrust-law-idUSKBN2751PB

G-man is making offers of settlement with SOME of these regulators but as usual, G-man does so in a 
manner consistent with the big bully he is:

https://seekingalpha.com/news/3855414-google-offers-ad-tech-split-up-in-defense-against-new-doj-
suit-wsj 

https://www.law.umaryland.edu/Programs-and-Impact/Business-Law/JBTLOnline/Break-Up-Big-Tech/ 

https://www.reuters.com/technology/eu-court-upholds-eu-antitrust-ruling-against-google-2021-11-10/ 

Many other countries have levied historical fines against G-man for the despicable nature of his acts:

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-tech-google-tax/google-to-pay-1-billion-in-france-to-settle-
fiscal-fraud-probe-idUSKCN1VX1SM 

https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/07/india-hits-google-with-antitrust-investigation-over-alleged-abuse-
in-news-aggregation/ 

The fraud and deception waged by G-man really isn’t new, its just on a WAY bigger scale than 
previously understood.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_v._Google_Inc. 

But DARE to challenge the G-man and he will cut off YOUR supply of oxygen in a New York minute:

https://www.reuters.com/article/tech-antitrust-google/u-s-says-google-breakup-may-be-needed-to-end-violations-of-antitrust-law-idUSKBN2751PB
https://www.reuters.com/article/tech-antitrust-google/u-s-says-google-breakup-may-be-needed-to-end-violations-of-antitrust-law-idUSKBN2751PB
https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/07/india-hits-google-with-antitrust-investigation-over-alleged-abuse-in-news-aggregation/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/07/india-hits-google-with-antitrust-investigation-over-alleged-abuse-in-news-aggregation/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_v._Google_Inc
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-tech-google-tax/google-to-pay-1-billion-in-france-to-settle-fiscal-fraud-probe-idUSKCN1VX1SM
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-tech-google-tax/google-to-pay-1-billion-in-france-to-settle-fiscal-fraud-probe-idUSKCN1VX1SM
https://www.reuters.com/technology/eu-court-upholds-eu-antitrust-ruling-against-google-2021-11-10/
https://www.law.umaryland.edu/Programs-and-Impact/Business-Law/JBTLOnline/Break-Up-Big-Tech/
https://seekingalpha.com/news/3855414-google-offers-ad-tech-split-up-in-defense-against-new-doj-suit-wsj
https://seekingalpha.com/news/3855414-google-offers-ad-tech-split-up-in-defense-against-new-doj-suit-wsj


The world it seems is awakening the the foul and debase nature of the G-man, his stock now down by a 
FULL third from its all-time highs.

More than ever the world is demanding privacy and FULL disclosure from the G-man as the 1.1.1.1 
movement sweeping the world shows…

But unfortunately, G-man sees no reason to keep his promises.  G-man first promised to remove his 
tracking cookies by 2021 (after first declaring no such tracking cookies were ever used by G-man).  



https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/google-expands-deadline-for-phasing-out-tracking-cookies-
to-2024/628310/ 

We KNEW what G-Man was doing was WRONG more than a decade ago when regulators formally 
found that G-man bait-and-switched the ENTIRE online world (over a billion users) into “trusting” it.  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottcleland/2011/09/22/googles-bait-switch-deception-exposed-at-
hearing/?sh=3ec5cbb219dc 

Every single one of those billion users is now looking back REGRETTING their decision to trust the 
G-Man.

“We no longer believe the G-man’s assurances.  G-man NEVER had our best interests at heart.  
G-man had HIS financial future (or so he thought) at the center of his universe, regardless of the 
consequences for mankind.”  (Author unknown)

https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottcleland/2011/09/22/googles-bait-switch-deception-exposed-at-hearing/?sh=3ec5cbb219dc
https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottcleland/2011/09/22/googles-bait-switch-deception-exposed-at-hearing/?sh=3ec5cbb219dc
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/google-expands-deadline-for-phasing-out-tracking-cookies-to-2024/628310/
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/google-expands-deadline-for-phasing-out-tracking-cookies-to-2024/628310/


The burning question NOW is therefore how do we reclaim a future for all of us, FREE from the 
disgraceful deceptions of the G-man?

The disgraceful leaders in G-land could care less about what they’ve done to harm others, regardless of 
it’s illegitimacy.  Nor will they EVER shed a tear for the harm they have caused the world.  They’re 
representative of a population who appears to think it’s perfectly ok to LIE to get whatever they want, 
no matter what the consequences to the rest of the world.  Hopefully this same belief does not exist 
outside the walls of G-land.  Some have expressed an opinion that it’s cultural.  Collectively, the 
inhabitants of G-land are a disgrace to humanity.  MANY honest folks want them deported, while each 
one of them is forced to lose EVERYTHING they’ve gained through their treason against mankind.

The reign of G-land and its deceitful inhabitants MUST now come to an end.

The Patriot Act was passed to help bring an end to organized crime syndicates and terrorists:

https://www.justice.gov/archive/ll/highlights.htm 

Is it not now known with certainty that G-man and its allies did IN FACT cooperate in multiple 
elaborate schemes intended to scam billions of people out of their money and privacy for nearly two 
FULL decades with FULL knowledge and INTENT that they were conducting illegal actions?  

What additional Act(s) (eg. Patriot-on-Steroids Act) should be passed to deal with the individuals in G-
land who conducted and led operations with such callous disregard for humanity?

How could G-man’s SIZE or POWER or MONEY have anything to do with proper level of punishment 
and redistribution of illegally obtained profits?

As we look back through history to some of the darkest times humanity has EVER faced, this conduct 
by G-man and his associates will be considered to be among the worst in recorded history.  We have for 
decades conducted invistigations against members of the third Reich for their disgraceful conduct.  
WHY should the investigations and prosecution of criminal acts NOT be applied to G-land residents?

Neither a presidential grant of immunity nor even a presidential pardon to G-man can extend across 
international boundaries where demonstrable harm has occurred to more that a BILLION people 
negatively impacting people in over 200 countries. 

PREAMBLE: The information about users and their respective online internet activities is private and 
valuable. That information shall NEVER be sold or used for content targeting without the user’s 
express written consent.  The collection of such personal information is and always was illegal per se, 
and MUST BE DESTROYED unless user grants formal written consent that it may continue to be 
stored and used to target ads to that individual.  Any acts attempting deceive any user about the 
information collected or currently stored about the individual who has been the victim of private 
information collection shall be declared illegal per se.   Any attempt to continue to retain private 
information about that user without the user’s express written consent shall be declared illegal per se.  
Any act by a business or organization who uses collected data for targeting purposes where such 
purpose(s) have not fully disclosed to the user in advance of collection or targeting shall be declared 
illegal per se.   

https://www.justice.gov/archive/ll/highlights.htm



